Time-fractional characterization of brine reaction and precipitation in porous media.
Brine reaction and precipitation in porous media sometimes occur in the presence of a strong fluid flowing field, which induces the mobilization of the precipitated salts and distorts their spatial distribution. It is interesting to investigate how the distribution responds to such mobilization. We view these precipitates as random walkers in the complex inner space of the porous media, where they make stochastic jumps among locations and possibly wait between successive transitions. In consideration of related experimental results, the waiting time of the precipitates at a particular position is allowed to range widely from short sojourn to permanent residence. Through the model of a continuous-time random walk, a class of time-fractional equations for the precipitate's concentration profile is derived, including that in the Riemann-Liouville formalism and the Prabhakar formalism. The solutions to these equations show the general pattern of the precipitate's spatiotemporal evolution: a coupling of mass accumulation and mass transport. And the degree to which the mass is mobilized turns out to be monotonically correlated to the fractional exponent α. Moreover, to keep the completeness of the model, we further discuss how the interaction among the precipitates influences the precipitation process. In doing so, a time-fractional non-linear Fokker-Planck equation with source term is introduced and solved. It is shown that the interaction among the precipitates slightly perturbs their spatial distribution. This distribution is largely dominated by the brine reaction itself and the interaction between the precipitates and the porous media.